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WHAT GERMANY HAS LOST

Four hundred and fifty acres of the/great industrial city of Essen in the very heart

of the Ruhr were devastated in Bomber Command’s attack on the night of March 5.

Fifty three separate shops in the Krupps armament works were affected. Thirteen

of the main buildings in the works were either demolished or very seriously damaged.

Nearly 1,000 tons of high explosive and incendiary bombs were dropped, It was

one of the most concentrated raids that Bomber Command has ever made. The whole

main weight of the attack fell on the centre of the town,, which has been almost com-

pletely devastated. It is here that there is the largest single area of devastation

measuring 160-acres. Another area of 32 acres of devastation lies immediately south

east of the town centre.

One in every nine in the whole population of Essen - 670,000 before the war - is

employed by Krupps, The great arms factory occupies a considerable part of the centre

of Essen, It is still the largest individual armament and engineering plant in Germany.

During the last war Krupps was exclusively an armaments works but after Germany's
defeat large departments of the works were adapted to the manufacture of locomotives,

lorries, diesel engines for ships as well as road vehicles, railway trucks and wagons

and much else.

Such products are, of course,/as indispensable to the German war effort as arms and

are being made in great quantities in Essen, and Krupps at Essen still remains the

principal German source of heavy naval, coastal and railway guns. Thirty-five thousand

workers are employed in the armaments section of Krupps alone. Shells, light field

carraiges, fuses and armour plate are made as Well as guns.

Mary key sections in the Krupps works - especially furnaces, foundries and forges
in the steel work section have been hit. - Among the more vital buildings which were

destroyed or damaged on the night of March 5 are the following:-

Vehicle assembly shops - destroyed by fire over the whole areaof

280 by 270 feet.

Furnace and Tempering shops - destroyed by high explosives and fire

over areas of 310 by 160 feet and 300 by
110 feet.

Foundry - severe damage by fire on the west side over an area 3,200 sq.

yards and roof damage in several parts of the main building.

Billet rolling mill - almost complete destruction over the whole area

of 250 by 170 feet.

Rolling mills - severe damage by high explosives over the whole area of

300 by 100 feet.

Turnery - (probably engaged in making shells) - severe damage by fire

over the whole area of 390 by 195 feet.

/Sheet metal shop
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Sheet metal shop *“• This is to all intents and purposes destroyed over

an area of 475 by 270 feet. There is roof damage

over a further area of 190 by 100 feet.

Machine shop - (probably making light field cartridges) - severe damage

by fire over an area of 10,310 sq. yards.

Engine repair shop - the east end is gutted.

Wire rolling mills - (Probably used in the manufacture of medium guns

and howitzer's) - severely damaged over an area of

3,100 sq. yards.

Steam hammer shop - (probably used in making shells) - destroyed by

fire over an area of 3,000 sq. yards.

Three important machine shops have been most severely damaged - one is gutted over

its whole area of 250 hy 130 feet, another severely damaged by fire over its whole area

of 405 hy 125 feet. Administrative buildings, the electricity works of the Krupps

plant and many buildings, the exact functions of which are not known, have been destroye

or damaged. A group of huts, for example, over an area of 11 1/2 acres, has been almost

completely devastated.

Repairs to the Krupps works and the reorganisation which the whole city of Essen

will now require should he much delayed by the severe damage done to the town power

station and the town gas works - the damage here extends over 3 1/2 acres.

Reorganisation and repairs also depend on communications and these suffered heavily

in the raid. Railway tracks were hit and railway sheds were burnt down. At the Essen

main station two trains were burnt out and much damage was done to rolling stock in the

marshalling yards. The municipal tram depot is about two-thirds destroyed and this

will certainly cause more confusion and delay. Sheds and many vehicles have been burnt

in a road transport depot, and business premises, offices, public buildings, post

offices, and a market have been gutted.

There is other important industrial damage besides the havoc in the Krupps works.

Two other important factories which were hit were the Th. Goldschmidt A.G. metal smelters

and makers of sulphuric acid, and the Maschinenbau Aktien Gesellschaft Union. Several

unidentified factories have suffered damage. The pithead installation and buildings
of three coal mores have been in part destroyed.

Essen is probably the most difficult of all bombing targets. A huge industrial

area in a low-lying river valley, it is almost always covered in haze and smoke. There

are few landmarks, for the whole neighbourhood is a maze of railways, canals and

industrial buildings, which look very similar from the air.

Moreover Essen is in the very centre of the largest gun-defended area in all Europe,

This means that not only while over the target but also while approaching and searching

for it our bombers are continuously exposed to a concentrated barrage. In spite of

all these difficulties Essen is now the second most blitzed town in Germany. Only in

Cologne is there a greater area of devastation.

NOTE - Photograph available from P.N.A.
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